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ProtectNet

Protect your network 
and equipment from 
“back door” surges.
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 » Features two-line protection for telephones, 
modems, faxes, and answering machines.

 » Accommodates both standard RJ-11  
and RJ-45 telephone jacks.

 » Maintenance free with a self-resetting fuse.
 » Guaranteed for life!

Features You protected all your connected devices. You purchased backup 
power supplies. You think you’re invincible to surges.

Wrong. Better check your “back door.”
Back-door surges, or data- line surges, make up an over whelming 

majority of all surge-induced damages where equipment was thought 
to be already protected.

Network interface cards (NICs) are highly susceptible to surges.  
In fact, they can be destroyed by mild spikes.

But why would electrical transients stop just at your NICs? Surges 
and spikes coming in the back door can also take out motherboards, 
modem cards, hubs, routers, concentrators, and more.

You need ProtectNet®. ProtectNet guards phone lines  
from transients conducted directly from outdoor power lines.

ProtectNet also stops surge voltages from nearby lightning  
strikes and can stop electrostatic discharges from racing through  
your data lines.

NOTE: Technical specification weight is the unit weight. It is not  
the packaged shipping weight. For shipping weight, please  
contact Black Box customer service at 877-877-2269.

OVERVIEW T e c h  S P e c S
Breakover Voltage (Nominal) — 260 V peak
Lines Protected — 3–6 on RJ-45;
Peak Voltage — 1.2/50 us test waveform: 6000V
Warranty — Lifetime

Item   Code
APC ProtectNet, 2-Line Telephone  PteL2

Recognize any of these situations?

•	 You	wait	more	than	30	minutes	to	get	through	 
to a vendor’s tech support.

•	 The	so-called	“tech”	can’t	help	you	or	gives	you	 
the wrong answer.

•	 You	don’t	have	a	purchase	order	number	and	the	
tech refuses to help you.

•	 It’s	9	p.m.	and	you	need	help,	but	your	vendor’s	 
tech support line is closed.

According to a survey by Data Communi cations magazine, 90%  
of network managers surveyed say that getting the technical support 
they need is extremely important when choosing a vendor. But even 
though network managers pay anywhere from 10 to 20% of their 
overall purchase price for a basic service and support contract, the 
technical support and service they receive falls far short of their  
expectations—and certainly isn’t worth what they paid.

At Black Box, we guarantee the best value and the best support. 
You can even consult our Technical Support Experts before you buy if 
you need help selecting just the right component for your application.

Don’t waste time and money—call Black Box today.

Why Buy From Black Box? Exceptional Value. 
Exceptional	Tech	Support.	Period.
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